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4
Psychic Genera

Although the child's first response to a severe environmental
impingement is an important part of the formation of a
trauma, it is with its "second" occurrence, upon a reawak
ening in consciousness, that its truly disturbing nature is
revealed. Not only burdened by memories of the actual
event, the person now feels inhabited by it from within the
psyche-soma. Originally an externally sponsored shock, it
becomes intrapsychically organized and incessantly reasserts
itself. Intrapsychically sponsored eruptions of emotional
turbulence emphasize the true helplessness, confusion, and
isolation of the traumatized, echoing something of the child's
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original aloneness.
A victim of child molestation at the age of thirteen,
however, may report this to a friend and be helped by the
cohesive effect of narrative, even though this will not end
the trauma. It is liable to an overwhelming reappearance
later on, often "triggered" by a nonmolesting event, perhaps
in the course of lovemaking. At least when the thirteen-year
old becomes an adult he is likely to have a memory of turning
to someone for help, and the memory of the environment's

response and the therapeutics of the talking cure will be an
important part of self recovery.
If a molested child of five is unable to speak of this to
someone, then his problem will be compounded in adult life
when an event may evoke it; for, as the child did not speak
the molestation to someone in the first place, it will not have
been narratively objectified. There will be no memory of
having told someone about it and thus there will be no
generative side to the recollection, only the trauma.
This may be one of the reasons why some adults will be
confused upon experiencing an uncanny feeling that they
have been the object of some abuse. Did it actually happen
or is it imagined? Psychic confusion is part of the full effect
of trauma because, unable to narrate the event in the first
place, the person now re-experiences isolation, this time
brought on by the aloneness of mental confusion. The feeling
that it might not have happened, that it could be invention,
underscores this person's increased lonesomeness, particu
larly as he is disinclined to report such feelings. A prominent
feature of the original impingement is the child's felt sepa
ration from his family and fellow kind, as he is made different
by the action, isolated by it, and rendered speechless.
In this chapter I shall put forward the view that trauma
has an opposite-genera I-which is the psychic incubation
1. Heretofore "genera" has been the plural form of the noun "genus," which
means class or kind. But a different noun structure has always been hidden within
it, based on the Latin origin of the word, "gignere," which means to give birth.
The Aryan root, "gen." also means to beget. In Creative Evolution Henri Bergson
almost transformed "genera" into a verbal noun when he linked it to reproductivity
and to his concept of vital energy. In the late nineteenth century, perhaps "genera"
still carried within it the notion of a dynamically moving structure, but twentieth
century thought has denuded the word of its dynamic origins, and it is now used
only to refer to classes of objects, although it would be allowed that such classes
do evolve. I think it is within the spirit of the original base of this word (to give
birth, to reproduce) to use "genera" as both a singular and a plural noun, simply
because the word "genus"-its theoretically proper singular form-now definitely
refers to a a single class or species, and does not contain in English a sensible
verbal noun meaning. I also find that I cannot say "a genus" when referring to the
dynamic organization of an evolving psychic structure. So I suggest that we create
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of libidinal cathexes of the object world. The sense of how
to gather psychic investments to an inner area of work
derives from the individual's experience of elaborating his
own idiom, a process that involves the selection of specific
objects which release idiom to its expression. As we are born
with our idiom and as it is elaborated through parental
provision, the individual develops a belief in psychic dissem
ination, which leads him to assume that he can articulate his
idiom through the psychic freedom of object representation
and the liberty of object choice.
Naturally, as this freedom to evolve the self is facilitated
and influenced by the mother and the father, any sense a
person has of the nature of personal elaboration will bear
the marks of maternal and paternal provision. In fact, what
we might think of as primal genera-specific nascent factors
of the infant's idiom that sponsor early aesthetic cohesions
of the object world-are met by another organizing intelli
gence: the logics of parental provision. The question is, can
the idiom of the child elicit generative parenting so that the
articulations of subjectivity use the materials of reality to
promote elaboration?
If genera develop through the successional elaboration of
idiom, trauma leads to the person's binding of the self, which
sponsors a type of psychic pain and leads to a very different
kind of unconscious work. Thus these two principles, of
trauma and genera, begin as fundamental ego dispositions
toward reality, derived from the infant's and child's experi
ence of the mother and the father. Children whose parents
a contemporary, though restricted usage, in which "genera" also refers to a
particular type of psychic organization of lived experience that will result in creative
new envisionings of life, either in psychoanalysis or in other walks of life. In the
psychoanalytic context it matches exactly with trauma. The plural noun was
"traumata," but this is rarely used. Sometimes writers use "traumas" for the plural
form, but increasingly "trauma" is used for both singular and plural noun forms.
As the entire aim of my neologistic use of "genera" is to pair it with "trauma," in
order to clarify complex issues having to do with the nature of mental development,
I feel justified in this small act of linguistic violence.
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are impinging or acutely traumatizing collect such trauma
into an internal psychic area which is intended to bind and
limit the damage to the self, even though it will nucleate
into an increasingly sophisticated internal complex as reso
nant trauma are unconsciously "referred" to such an area
for linked containment. Children who experience parents as
contributing to the elaborative dissemination of their per
sonal idiom will subsequently develop an open-mindedness
to the contributing effects of the object world.
Some interpersonally derived psychic trauma are enforced
mental labors in which the subject processes the other's
unconscious projective identifications, which necessarily be
come part of oneself but which are contained and limited.
If the trauma is subsequently symbolically elaborated (in
discourse, painting, fiction, etc.), the aim may be to evacuate
its disturbing effect through the work of repetition and
displacement, while symbolically elaborated genera create
intensified re-envisionings of reality which, however anguish
ing, are the pleasure of the ego's creativities. Psychic genera
are wished-for psychic workings which reflect the subject'S
introjective choices as he feels free to follow the unconscious
articulations of his own idiom and are part of the eros of
form. The child who is binding a psychic trauma into a
collection of ideas aims to minimize contact with the external
world and to nullify the ideational, affective, and interper
sonal effect of traumatic psychic complexes. The child who
nurtures his own genera seeks novel experiences that will
bring him into renewing contact with his ideational and
affective states, often within an enriching interpersonal en
vironment.
A trauma is just that, traumatic, and the subject who
contains such anguishing complexes will usually not seek to
symbolically elaborate them, not have them, as it were, spawn
newer, more radical perspectives on life; but a trauma is
represented, in actings-out, in creative works, in human
relations. It is important to make clear here that the effect
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of trauma is to sponsor symbolic repetition, not symbolic
elaboration. Nonetheless, certain writers, painters, musicians,
and so forth only ever repeat themselves, and their works
are valued as significant symbolizations of human life
which they no doubt are. A subject whose principle of
engagement with reality is generative will seek to work
unconsciously on specific issues that will enable him to re
envision his reality and in turn sponsor new ways of living
and thinking. But again, it is important to qualify this: the
incubation of genera can be, and usually is, the work of
great personal struggle, as any change of one's status quo
involves emotional turbulence.
In essence, genera are, first, the inherited proto-nuclea
tions of any child's idiom, so that if he is free to elaborate
himself, then life will be punctuated by inspired moments
of self realization, deriving from the instinct to elaborate the
self, which I have termed a destiny drive (Bollas, 1989). If
we look upon infants as embryonic characters and early
childhood as a form of germinal settlement (which includes
parental unconscious contributions), then subsequently the
child and adult will be elaborating different areas of the self
at different times, with differing paces of articulation, under
differing circumstances. The relatively successful expression
of particles of personality idiom, a movement from deep
structure to the surface engagements of life, gives the adult
an inner knowledge of the development over time of deeply
private, as yet mentally inaccessible areas of the self.
Although this chapter focuses on how genera are formed
in psychoanalysis, each of us possesses unconscious knowl
edge of how this is accomplished; a person's idiom is itself
an implicate logic of form-partly inherited, partly
acquired-which generates visions of self and object. The
unconscious skill involved in selecting objects that will release
this form to its realizations derives from the infant's innate
ability to fashion a psychic reality from lived experience.
The sense of vision that most people possess is energized by
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the destiny drive, the very particular urge to develop the
form of one's private idiom through the articulating and
elaborating experiences of object usage. "Form, after all, is
nothing but content-as-arranged," writes Vendler (3), and
in thinking of personality as form, we can say that each
person's idiom is the peculiar manner each individual pos
sesses of shaping the contents of life. Given the urge to find
objects through which to come into one's shape-and to
fashion the object world at the same time-I think of
personality as an erotic aesthetics, an intelligence of form
that desires to come into existence. This dissemination of
our personality suggests principles of creativity which we
may follow, the cultivation of genera being one such outcome.
Perhaps it is possible to see how trauma-developed psychic
processes will be conservative, fundamentally aiming to
control the psychic damage, desensitizing the self to further
toxic events. Thus, trauma can be seen as allied to the
indigenous inner principle of the death instinct, which aims
to preserve a constant state by ridding the subject of exci
tation; only in the beginning trauma is the effort to rid the
self of excitation sponsored by the external object (or actual
other) rather than in the more classical and Kleinian for
mulations which emphasize the death work's effort to rid the
subject of the disturbing effects of instinctual urgency. The
trauma-evolving child is already a self developing along very
particular lines, such as those conceptualized by Fairbairn in
his theory of the infant's internalization of the bad object,
where the aim is to control the negative effect of bad
parenting by taking the negating objects into oneself.
The child who internalizes fundamentally generative
parents-who contribute to the evolution of his personal
idiom-aims to develop such inner processes and to seek
excitation and novelty as means of triggering personal
growth. As such, genera link up with the life instincts which
aggressively seek the procreative combinings of self with
object.
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aim of repression is to avoid the censoring or persecutory
judgments of consciousness, the aim of reception is to allow
unconscious development without the intrusive effect of
consciousness.
Thus with reception the ego understands that unconscious
work is necessary to develop a part of the personality, to
elaborate a phantasy, to allow for the evolution of a nascent
emotional experience, and ideas or feelings and words are
sent to the system unconscious, not to be banished but to be
given a mental space for development which is not possible
in consciousness. Like the repressed idea, these ideas, words,
images, experiences, affects, etc., constellate into mental areas
and then begin to scan the world of experience for phenom
ena related to such inner work. Indeed, they may possibly
seek precise experiences in order to nourish such uncon
scious constellations. The contents of the received are then
the nuclei of genera which, like the repressed, will return to
consciousness, but in the case of genera as acts of self
enrichment rather than paroled particles of the incarcerated.
In this chapter I shall allow the work of repression to
become part of a broadened view of trauma, insofar as
repressed contents denude the self of representational free
dom, bind unwanted ideas, and feel endangering to the self.
Quite rightly, the analyst will work with shrewd tact and
analytical cunning to designate affects, words, memories, etc.,
that will serve to release such contents into bearable con
sciousness just as he will analyze the resistance to such
experiences. The clinician working with the analysand's
receptive unconscious activity will sense that the patient is
withdrawing ideas, feelings, or memories from narrative
representation and selectively from consciousness in order
to work upon them from within the unconscious, without
the premature expression in consciousness that would fore
close deep unconscious work. In such moments the analyst
may let the patient be, understanding that the receptive
process needs unconsciousness to be effective.
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In the rest of this chapter I discuss what I mean by the
principle of genera, which is intended on the one hand to
define a form of internal work that results in an important
new way of seeing the world-one which would apply to
people working on scientific, artistic, or vocational problems
or tasks-and yet on the other hand one precise enough to
enable the clinician to see how psychoanalysts and patients
unconsciously collaborate to construct psychic structures that
change the analysand's view of himself and his world. I shall
conceptualize this phenomena, in turn, from the axis of
three different psychoanalytic models of the mind: topo
graphic, ego-psychological, object-relational. I hope thereby
to indicate the value of a theory of psychic work that is
distinct from the exclusively pathologic models, although
genera formation is born of conflict and promotes emotional
turbulence.

Combinatory Play

The unconscious play work that a subject devotes to any set
of received "issues" incubates an internal organization de
rived from and devoted to such effort. A scientist working
on a scientific task, for example, plays with many ideas; years
may pass before he has an inspired idea that heralds an
important discovery, one that will change his outlook on
handling his future work. A composer is at work on a
symphony. Perhaps, like Aaron Copland, he is asked to write
on Lincoln, and, like Copland, he asks himself how Lincoln
sounds.P It could be that an idea will come to mind imme
diately, but more likely the symphonic idea will derive from
3. In her lyrical and intelligent book Notebooks of the Mind, Vera John-Steiner
explores the many types of creativity, and I have used her work to support my
own clinical findings. However, were one to study the conviction in creative persons
of what I term genera, then Vera John-Steiner's book would be an excellent point
of departure.
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intensive unconscious play work until something announces
itself. A psychic nucleus derives from the many moments of
distinct consideration brought to bear on the task. Such a
generative structure will now sponsor many new ideas that
ultimately will constitute the symphony, eventually achieving
a semi-autonomous status, and in the process changing the
composer's conscious intentions, and possibly altering his
way of composing future works.
Ordinarily, then, genera are produced after a period of
play work and, once established, transform the subject's
outlook on life, generate new questions and new works, and
contribute to the formation of new genera.
Einstein wrote of his "rather vague play with the
elements" in his mind's eye, which he also described as a
form of "combinatory play" that he believed to be "the
essential feature in productive thought-before there is any
connection with logical construction in words or other kinds
of signs which can be communicated to others" (43). This
play with the elements, prior to logical construction, is the
receptive process that occurs inside each of us as we form
genera: a combinatory play that leads to the eventual estab
lishment of a new perspective. It is not irrelevant that Einstein
twice refers to this as play, which brings to mind Words
worth's description of the infant's aggressive receptivity:
"Hence his mind, / Even in the first trial of its powers, / Is
prompt and watchful, eager to combine / In one appearance
all the elements / And parts of the same object" (67).
One cannot overemphasize the long hours of effort devoted
to the work of reception. Any psychoanalyst and his analy
sand know how many hours of analytical labor are precursor
to a psychic discovery. He would sympathize with the math
ematician Henri Poincare's description of the effort that goes
into discovery:
For fifteen days I strove to prove that there could not be any
functions like those I have since called Fuchsian functions. I
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was then very ignorant; every day I seated myself at my work
table, stayed an hour or two, tried a great number of combi
nations, and reached no results. One evening, contrary to my
custom, I drank black coffee and could not sleep. Ideas rose
in crowds; I felt them collide until parts interlocked, so to
speak, making a stable combination. By the next morning I
had established the existence of a class of Fuchsian functions,
those which come from the hypergeometric series. I had only
to write out the results, which took but a few hours. (36)

Poincare would not have reached his discovery without many
hours of labor. Nor would he have achieved this break
through if he had not tolerated his ignorance, which I liken
in the psychoanalytic situation to the capacity to tolerate not
knowing what one is doing, so that uncertainty becomes a
useful feature to the private work of the receptive process."
Poincare's illustration of that internal combinatory process
describes the inner sense that one has of the embryonic form
of a generative structure, which in his case resulted in his
discovery of Fuchsian functions, and which for the psychoan
alyst announces itself as a particular type of interpretation
that becomes a psychically seminal vision: a condensation of
many trial ideas and explorations of thought now cohered
into a germinal point of view that generates new pers pectives.

Trauma and the Search for Negative Qualia
A psychoanalyst and his patient could cumulatively construct
traumatic psychic structures if they collected material to
support a perspective that only repeated itself. Analytic work
may sometimes have to be this way for a while; for example,
in the case of interpretive work about certain patients'
grandiosity in which the analyst must repeatedly confront
4. See The Shadow of the Object for a discussion of the receptive process, and also
the work of Peter Thomson.
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the analysand. At least the psychoanalyst will be aware that
such interpretations may be recurrently traumatic to the
patient and relentlessly resisted, before nucleating, if ever,
into genera. Certain analysands are for a long time only
traumatized by psychoanalysis, a fact which must be respected
and which inevitably invites us to continuously rethink
technique.
Psychic genera worked on in a psychoanalysis are the
outcome of the mutual contribution of analyst and patient
-a reflection of the patient's life instincts such that, in spite
of resistances, he can unconsciously specify a complex of
work that must be accomplished in order to achieve a
significant new perspective that will enhance living. Uncon
scious recognition of the areas of such' work motivates
receptive action. Memories, instinctual representations, self
experiences, and dreams that relate to the inner complex
gravitate toward it in unconscious and preconscious holding
areas. Their diverse but specific structure gives each potential
genera its feel.
"Wordsworth had to grope along the grains of the lan
guage," writes Seamus Heaney, "to find the makings of a
music that would render not so much what Hopkins called
the inscape as the instress of things, known physically and
intuitively at such times" (47). Incubating genera creates, in
my view, such an "instress" which can be felt and which
guides the subject'S graspings among objects as he intuitively
shapes his own spirit out of receptive intelligence.
The "work" of trauma will be to collect disturbing expe
rience into the network of a traumatic experience (now a
memory and unconscious idea) while the play work of genera
will be to collect units of received experience that interani
mate toward a new way of perceiving things.
An individual may, however, struggle with traumatic inner
constellations and, by transformations of the trauma into
works of art, achieve a certain mastery over the effect of
trauma. The view that the artist transforms trauma and

psychic pain into an artistic object is a common psychoanalytic
perspective on the nature of creativity. And an individual
may indeed work on a trauma to transform its psychic status
by developing from it a new psychic structure that establishes
a new perspective. Thus genera can and do emerge from
the play work devoted to the transformation of psychic pain
and traumatic perspectives.
But in psychoanalysis we find many persons who collect
negative qualia around traumatized areas of the self, just as
we find patients who seek experiences that though psychically
painful are nonetheless essential to the formation of genera.
A trauma-evolving person, or an individual living episodes
of experience from this position, will seek negative qualia in
objects and experiences. He will either find unpleasant or
disturbing objects and experiences or he will transform
potentially positive qualia into negatives. Hence, the object
relations of each action will partly reflect the nature of the
unconscious work being employed. A person who uncon
sciously develops a first-stage impingement into a full trauma
will collect negative qualia into an ever-nucleating conden
sation that may intensify until the point of conscious emer
gence, when the subject is deeply disturbed by the eruption
of the accumulated disturbed contents. The full trauma may
be released into experiencing by a dream, an event, or a
person. An individual who cultivates genera seeks objects
and experiences that yield positive qualia, although positive
here does not mean optimistic, good, or conflict-free, but
something that will link with and possibly elaborate the
psychic material that is incubating into a new vision.
Indeed, genera have no moral value, as it were, and a
person could cultivate inner psychic structures and visions
that others would find aesthetically, politically, or socially
repellent. To distinguish genera from trauma one must ask
only if the individual is free to organize the data of life into
new visions that change the meaning of existence, a contin
uing process of discovery, or, as in the case of trauma,
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whether the person is organizing the material of life in a
repetitive way, one aim of which is to denude the ego of a
creative play upon the stuff of existence.
A trauma-seeking patient will unconsciously sabotage the
analytic work by seeking negative qualia, either by distorting
the analyst's remarks, by turning the generative comments
into destructive ones, or by spoiling some of the analyst's
internal states. For example, a patient "abused" as a child by
parents who prematurely involved him in their conflict and
in their sexual life-by inappropriately disclosing things to
him-was afraid of his own capacity to destroy the other's
peace of mind by attacking the other's mental life, thus
feeling ultimately rejected because the other would depart
in hurt or horror, leaving the patient guilty and furious.
This only became clear after some time in the analysis when
I examined certain countertransferences I had and linked
them to the patient's transferences. I found that the patient,
who knew some people I also knew in the analytical world,
would often-in passing-say nasty, gossipy things about
these people, for a moment affecting my internal represen
tations. Did X really do that to his wife? I wondered. Did Y
really say that about Z to W? I puzzled. Such slight shocks
were not lasting, but one day the patient came to the hour
and mentioned a play about psychoanalysis which he knew
I was interested in: he also knew that I was to review it, but
that I had not yet seen it. "Well, I have seen the play and it
was just awful and my friend, A, who reviews for The Times,
thought it was an intellectual sham and bogus drama. I
wonder what you will make of it when you view it." For the
moment I felt as if this play had been spoiled in advance of
my seeing it. I was mildly irritated. In a separate moment in
the same session, the patient reported an irrational fear that
I was going to peremptorily end the analysis. I said that he
was unconsciously inviting me to have my internal represen
tation of the play damaged just as his internal world was
spoiled by envy and rivalry.
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The patient understood the interpretation and spoke of
his inclination to damage his relationships by isolating fea
tures of the other person or by remembering only unpleasant
experiences, thus collecting part experiences into a traumatic
gestalt. As he did this he was aware of an inner sensation,
associated with such spoilings, linked to anal mental contents
that found expression through certain interactional pro
cesses.
From this perspective we may argue that the inner mental
sensation associated with spoiling is the emotional climate of
his traumatic thinking: specifically the feeling image derived
from the search for damaging experiences. The individual
who contributes to genera, however, seems to have a different
psychic library, generated by the mental feeling derived
from the creative effort of thought. Such an internal object
may be associated by the person with the search for meaning
or truth or beauty, and perhaps it is simultaneously an
objectification of a frame of mind and its internal presence.
Indeed, a person who is at play with a life issue is constantly
contributing to the generative internal object. The scientist
at work on a task contributes new data and new observations
to the generative internal object each day of his life, adding
to the compositional shape of such an internal structure. No
contribution to solving a scientific problem, to the final
product of a poem, or to the designing of a car engine is
lost on the unconscious.

The "Feel" of Genera

Scientists, poets, composers, and other people involved in
creative efforts of thought have mental representations of
the singular effort of mind brought to bear on their tasks.
Most of them "see" an abstraction of the problem and its
solution, even though it has not yet arrived. I wonder if this
internal abstract picture-more an endopsychic graph-is
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the presence of an internal object, as defined by Hinshel
wood: an internal object (rather than an internal represen
tation) is the presence of a structure that is mentally sensed.
An individual who is at play work on a genera would, then,
have a "sense" of an internal object's "constitutional evolu
tion," formed by the psychic gravity of multiformal process
ings of units of experience cohering into a nucleus of
potential meaning movements. Heaney writes: "It is that
whole creative effort of the mind's and body's resources to
bring the meaning of experience into the jurisdiction of
form" (47). This "coming together" of many separate factors,
a condensation building around a convergence of issues in
life, would naturally sponsor a sense of itself as a psychic
numen. One would feel this as a kind of familiar force of
psychic gravity attracting ideas, questions, and play work
and constituting a place of creativity. A person who is
concentrating the issues of life, or some of them, into a
trauma, on the other hand, might well have an internal
object that is the place of such work, to which he turns for
traumatic networking, and the psychic sensation involved
would be disturbed, as if one were playing a mad internal
drum.
Einstein's conceptualization of creativity is perhaps the
best-known description of the internal object as inner ref
erence point. "The words or the language, as they are written
or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism
of thought," writes Einstein. "The psychical entities which
seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs and
more or less clear images which can be 'voluntarily' repro
duced and combined" (43).
Sometimes a single word or phrase may serve as a locational
sign of this internal object to which one may turn. Hart
Crane writes: "It is as though a poem gave the reader as he
left it a single, new word, never before spoken and impossible
to actually enunciate, but self-evident as an active principle
in the reader's consciousness henceforward" (182). This is a
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kind of evocative psychic genera, achieved through the work
of the poem (a structure) and changing the poet's vision of
reality. I shall, however, not be exploring this interesting
aspect of the formation of genera, when-as with Hart
Crane-we encounter an evocative object that is apparently
not the result of our own inner labor, but which nonetheless
is inspiring and seemingly introjected as a psychic structure
that sponsors important new visions. The best moments in
any person's formal education are composed of just such
evocative occasions when an object (a theory, another per
spective) radically alters one's way of imagining reality. I
think it is highly likely, however, that such introjective
epiphanies are the outcome of substantial unconscious work
that preceded them.
"My own experience of inspiration," writes Stephen
Spender, "is certainly that of a line or a phrase or a word of
sometimes something still vague, a dim cloud of an idea
which I feel must be condensed into a shower of words"
(l18). This "dim cloud of an idea" which Spender condenses
into "a shower of words" brings to mind Freud's theory of
the dream work, as a condensation of all the elements
relevant to psychic life (instincts, affects, memories, existential
experiences) which may be the prototype of all creative
discoveries. The construction of a genera is somewhat akin
to dream work, as we unconsciously labor to receptively
condense many phenomena into a psychic structure that will
eventually disclose and disseminate itself. It is less an effort
of representational thought, more an act of operational intel
; ligence. Lyotard reminds us that Freud says the dream work
"does not think, calculate or judge in any way at all; it
restricts itself to giving things a new form" (20). To Lyotard
the thoughtless movement of condensation is desire, desire
in its essence, prior to any derivative representation. By
collapsing words into things, condensation become's a thing
of sorts-an inner thing-that is the inchoate movement of
desire. "The 'language' of the unconscious is not modeled
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on articulated discourse, which, as we know, finds utterance
according to a language. Rather, the dream is the acme of
the inarticulate deconstructed discourse from which no
language, even normal, is entirely free" (33). So too with the
receptive process, those inner workings, prearticulate yet
gravitational, compelling yet silent, until the day when sud
denly the mind is inspired to new visions.
Perhaps genera are what Wordsworth means by a "fruc
tifying virtue." "There are in our existence spots of time /
Which with distinct preeminence retain / A fructifying virtue"
(51), a creative force emanating from a very particular
moment in one's ontology. "There exists / A virtue which
irradiates and exalts / All objects through all intercourse of
sense" (67), such a virtue the disserninative spirit of a
generative part of the self. If the theory of repression
embraces a concept of ultimate expression, in the ideas of
the return of the repressed and in sublimation, the received
unconscious finds expression through the development of
psychic structures that come into consciousness in a shower
of disserninative energy. The ego is not working to disguise
genera; it is using displacement, substitution, and symboli
zation as part of the jouissance of representation.
I think of imagist theory, which Heaney believes yields a
"sense of that which presents an intellectual and emotional
complex in a moment of time" (89). Baudelaire, Poe, Rim
baud, Pound (and one could go on) believed that the image
concentrated life into it. Wordsworth's "spots of time,"
Einstein's "signs," Spender's "dim clouds," or anyone's inner
image of psychic procreativity serves as a kind of internal
point of reference of that highly complex protean vision
waiting to be born, raised, and articulated.
Each of us will, then, refer ourselves to particular inner
images that indicate the psychic gravity of work taking place
at a deeply unconscious level. Note how Henry Moore
describes his inner place of psychic labor:
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This is what the sculptor must do. He must strive continually
to think of, and use form in its full spatial completeness. He
gets the solid shape, as it were, inside his head-he thinks of
it, whatever its size, as ifhe were holding it completely enclosed
in the hollow of his hand. He mentally visualizes a complex
form from all round itself: he knows while he looks at one
side what the other side is like; he identifies himself with its
centre of gravity, its mass, its weight; he visualizes its volume,
as the shape that the shape displaces in the air. (74)

Although Moore's internal object seems concrete, like a
sketch of a particular piece of sculpture, it is in fact the
representation of sculptural form itself. It is a way of
collecting in a psychic place the individual sculptor's nascent
shaping of an actual object, a process that begins with a
dynamic inner form.
Moore's object for the psychic location of inner creative
work is somewhat unusual; many creative people depict their
inner creatings as taking place in a less than lucid space. No
doubt each person chooses a metonym that ultimately sig
nifies the place of genera even though it does not depict the
process itself.

The Poetics of Psychic Structure

Few writers have described the anguish of constructing a
generative internal structure as well as Paul Valery. Like
many creative people, he says that chaos, or "disorder in the
condition of the mind's fertility" (106), is the internal feel of
this phase of work, something which may correspond in the
psychoanalytical situation to the bewildering intersections of
the patient's and analyst's free associations.
Valery says that we wish for an inner experience that
assembles disorder into structure. I do not think he believes
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it is only a wish, but a recurring fact which, perhaps because
of its comparative rarity, elicits our desire: "Sometimes what
we wish to see appear to our minds ... is like some precious
object we might hold and feel through a wrapping of cloth
that hides it from our eyes. It is and it is not ours, and the
least incident may reveal it. ... We demand it, being faced
with some peculiar combination of elements all equally
immanent to the mind" (101). Are these wrappings layers
of preconscious membrane that protect unconscious work
ings from premature consciousness, thus heightening Val
ery's sense that the internal object in question is both his
and not his?
Even while rooting about among pregenerational ideas,
we sense which image, sound, movement, or feeling promises
to become part of a generative conceptualization as we "grope
along the grains" of experience. In conversation with Aaron
Copland, Harold Clurman asked if composers played a
measure over and over, testing out ideas. Copland replied
that it might seem dull, but even if you repeat an idea "you
have a different idea of where it will go. It is the process of
saying, how will this first idea inspire me toward the next
one." John-Steiner writes: "Composing thus emerges as a
process which demands-as do other forms of creative
endeavor-an ability to synthesize germinal ideas into elab
orative structures" (157). This description of musical struc
ture is a useful illustration of how genera work, involving
elaborations which continue throughout a lifetime. Always
"there" for use, genera, like a composer's protean visions,
remain in mind for re-usings.
Germinal ideas may only make themselves felt in the
process of articulation. Picasso writes: "The picture is not
thought out and determined beforehand, rather while it is
being made it follows the mobility of thought" (57). It is a
commonplace for artists to state, quite sincerely, that the
work seems to arise of its own accord. As Amy Lowell writes:
"A common phrase among poets is, 'it came to me.' So
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hackneyed has this become that one learns to suppress the
expression with care, but really it is the best description I
know of the conscious arrival of a poem" (110). Perhaps this
is an additional reason why the writer, musician, or painter
consciously feels that the created object is its own creator.
"In the very essence of poetry there is something indecent,"
writes Czeslaw Milosz in Ars Poetica. "A thing is brought forth
which we didn't know we had in us, / so we blink our eyes,
as if a tiger had sprung out / and stood in the light, lashing
his tail" (3). As we contain many generative structures, often
conceived through long hours of labor, the moment of
original impregnation unknown to us, it is little wonder that
such inner resources should seem so surprising, and yet our
unconscious commitment to producing them-or, more ac
curately, to their production of us-remains undaunted.
This containment of so many semi-autonomous psychic
workings may be one of the reasons why writers or philos
ophers are disenchanted with the notion of a unified self.
This view is not simply a postmodernist position. It was well
put in 1915 by the Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa: "I feel
multiple. I am like a room with innumerable fantastic mirrors
that distort by false reflections one single pre-existing reality
which is not there in any of them and is there in them all."
We can imagine what it is like if a person does not have a
sense of an integrated self, as genera then might be cultivated
by split-off portions of the personality, leading toward a
powerful sense of fragmented multiple personalities. Pessoa
continues: "I feel myself living alien lives, in me, incom
pletely, as though my soul shared in all human beings,
incompletely, through a sum of non-'I's' synthesized in an
afterthought 'I' " (5).
But perhaps these alien lives are the seemingly indepen
dent creatures of genera, that unconscious that "lives" inside
us, is part of us, but sponsors ideas, images, and feelings
which "we" often find disturbing and wish we didn't have.
These are the "dark embryos" of thought that T. S. Eliot
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described as "a something germinating in [the poet] for
which he must find words" (in Heaney, 70). Why are they
alien? Perhaps because psychic structures feel mysterious.
More akin to what Rene Char termed the "increate real,"
genera cannot be found in the external world and possess
no material actuality, although paintings, poems, musical
compositions, and other forms of art express such internal
processes. But such psychic gravities are profoundly real to
us.

Steps in the Formation of Genera
1. The conception of an inner space devoted to the
formation of a generative psychic structure is likely to be
the outcome of an unconscious protean moment when lived
experience evokes intense psychic interest that constellates
initially around the evoked ideas, feelings, and self states
and gels into a form of unconscious desire for "its" evolution.
2. The nascent unconscious ideas, feelings, or self states
constitute a psychic gravity that draws to it relevant data.
3. The unconscious collection of hundreds of links to the
psychic complex gives rise to inner senses of generative
chaos.
4. Chaos is tolerated, indeed facilitated, as the subject
knows it is essential to the process of discovering new concepts
about living.
5. Gradually chaos yields to a preformative sense of
emergent nucleation. It is important to stress that this is only
a sense, but it does reflect a process of structural cohesion.
6. Suddenly the person discovers a fundamentally new
perspective that generates many derivatives. This new vision
is not the genera, but it is the first manifestation of its
presence in consciousness and it will sponsor many new ways
of seeing oneself, others, and one's work.
7. This moment will often feel revelatory, and although
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it is a special experience it is not an occasion for a new
theory of the sacred, but it does describe those seminal
visions created by unconscious processes pushed by the life
instincts, and is an erotics in form.

Intuition
Is it surprising that a generative internal object should
provide us with a heightened mental capability? As we
construct the skeleton of such an internal process, doesn't it
enhance our perception as we go along? As the dreamer
finds his first dream images to represent his dream thoughts,
doesn't the dream content crystallize further imaging as its
narrative structure becomes more plausible, bringing to it
further condensation?
This seems obvious to me. A poet or scientist or musician
begins with a notional sense of an undeveloped and inarti
culate task. At first the ideas generated are trials, some
seeming about right, others not so. In time, a set of ideas or
representations feels more correct and as these ideas set in,
they give back to the scientist, poet, or musician an increas
ingly specific vision of his object world, attuned to seeing
things now with an enhanced eye.
What is this ability that derives from the incremental
cohesion of a mental structure set up to think an as yet
inarticulated idea? Is this not what we mean by a sense of
intuition: the sense we have of where to look, what to look
at, and how to look at it? Derived from the Latin intuitus,
the past participle of intueor, to look at, its root suggests that
intuition is a looking at or viewing of a phenomenon. Webster
defines it as "the direct knowing or learning of something
without the conscious use of reasoning; immediate appre
hension or understanding."
What if we look upon intuition as an unconscious skill at
least partly derived from the construction of genera? After
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the filmmaker makes his first film, or the author writes his
first novel, comes an increased intuitional sense in the nature
of such creations and in time this inner sense assists them in
developing a special intelligence for work within this area.
Build genera and out of such construction you get a new
sense, enabling you to "feel about for the solution to life
problems." Such feeling about is not an occult or mystical
act, but a form of desire derived from the unconscious
multimodal work of the different areas of the self acting
upon an issue or problem. It is the sense of the pathway
toward a revelation in one's perception.
Perhaps the sense of intuition is our preconscious expe
rience of the ego's intelligent work, leading us to consciously
authorize certain forms of investigation in thought which
are not consciously logical but which may be unconsciously
productive. It may emerge as a particularly strong factor in
our decision making in ratio to the successful nucleation of
a genera. "Prior to the writing of the poems I tried to have
a sense of key areas that I'm watching, that are beginning
to evolve as points I must know about," says Gary Snyder.
These points may be similar to preconsciously understood
areas of work in a psychoanalysis. "And poems will flow out
of those in time," he adds, to which we may add that
generative interpretations emerge in a psychoanalysis in like
manner. An interviewer has asked Snyder if the genesis of
his poems arrives from note taking or particular observations
of reality. "I listen to my own interior mind-music closely,"
he replies, which may remind some readers of Freud's
description of the multi-locular sense, derived from internal
perceptions. "Most of the time there's nothing particularly
interesting happening," he continues, "but once in a while I
hear something which I recognize as belonging to the sphere
of poetry. I listen very closely to that." Isn't there an equally
special area in the mind of the psychoanalyst who listens
differently, so that now and then he recognizes something
that belongs to the sphere of psychoanalysis? (I should add,
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however, that such recognitions would derive from uncon
scious play work already long since applied to prior patient
communications.) The interviewer asks Snyder if what he
hears comes from "inside," and the poet replies, "But it's
coming from outside, if you like. Maybe I have a radio
receiver planted in my spinal cord" (284-85). A poet and
the founder of psychoanalysis both use the metaphor of a
radio receiver to address a particular form of listening, which
in my view is the work of the intuitional part of the mind,
one that knows how to receive messages (or significations) if
it has crystallized points of attraction from a collection of
psychic nodes that I term genera.
The fact that intuition seems to be an immediate knowing
should not obscure the fact that it is the outcome of a
sustained concentration of many types of unconscious and
conscious thinking. Perhaps the inclination to differentiate
intuition from reason is intended to stress the apparently
effortless side to it. Working at an issue diligently in one's
laboratory, studio, or consulting room is often hard work.
How different intuitions seem, as first we follow an unrea
soned hunch or clue, then we become deeply absorbed in it
as it feels increasingly correct to us, and then suddenly we
discover a new way of looking at, conceiving, or producing
something. No wonder this process is subject to our mysti
fications. Perhaps we would like it to remain unlooked at;
intuitive procedures seem so successful because they appar
ently exist outside of consciousness.
I would argue that intuition is a form of desire associated
with the ego's notion of what to look at, what to look for,
and how to do both beneficially. This sense is partly derived
from the structure that evolves out of a multiformal contrib
uting to the generative internal object from the many differ
ent types of self experience over a long period of time and
owes much to that intelligence involved in the ego's selection
of forms through which the subject's idiom may find its
articulation. Our association of intuition with unintention
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ality and the irrational is testimony to the need for a relaxed
nonvigilant effort of integration in the subject. Intuition
works as successfully as it does precisely because the subject
thinking in this way does not see what he is working on and
what he is working with. In this respect, its strength rests
upon its hiddenness. It may be so successful, then, because
the intuiting person is unconsciously able to explore lines of
investigation that would meet with incredulous disapproval
if he were fully conscious of what was being considered.
Perhaps in time we will give increased attention to the self
experience and mental processes involved in intuition. The
fact that such inner proceedings are themselves the object
of many convergent projective identifications-to which peo
ple assign magical wishes-should not deter us from inves
tigating an important feature of unconscious life, particularly
as it is such an important part of psychoanalytic experiencing.
For although it is true that the analyst's evenly hovering
attentiveness allows him to achieve a type of disciplined
dispassion, much of his internal rendering of analysis de
pends on his intuitive capability.
Composed of the psychoanalyst's capacity to follow internal
sensings when listening to the patient's material, such feelings
are responsive to the subtle exercise of forms of experience
and modes of expression in the analysand. Patient and analyst
develop between them internal objects specific to the mutual
processing of this self (analyst or patient) with this other
(analyst or patient) in this particular place (the psychoanal
ysis). Just as a ship is constructed for sailors to sail the seas,
or instruments are crafted in order to play music, patient
and analyst construct internal objects to process the analysis.
As the .patient conveys to the analyst the nature of his self
(and objects), he uses differing forms of experience and
modes of expression to represent his being. If he uses the
iconic and verbal categories rather than the gestural, affective,
and sonic, he conveys a perceptual structure with a particular
character that will usually evoke structurally specific self

experiences in the analyst. In this case, the analyst's visual
and verbal abilities would be used, and his gestural, affective,
and sonic capacities would not be directly played upon by
the patient, although, of course, such categories would have
their own independent existence. In other words, the analyst
would feel his affects, move gesturally, perhaps convey
elements of himself in his sound cadences, bu t not in dialogue
with the patient.
Naturally the specific idiomatic contents processed in each
category are communicated to the analyst, who builds pic
tures of, words about, feelings for, and somatic responses to
the analysand. In time many factors contribute to a multi
lectical sensing of the analysand, which forms internal objects
in the analyst and the patient that come to constitute core
areas for the reception of and mulling over of the many
contributions of both persons to the analysis.
An analysis is a creative process involving two subjectivities
at work on overlapping tasks, and analytical genera are
formed as shared internal structures. The respective signif
icance of such complexes to the two persons will naturally
differ; for the analyst such devotions are unconsciously
sought after as part of his creative work with a particular
patient, while such internal objects become part of the
analysand's mental structure. But the psychic structure that
will evolve out of psychoanalysis is the result of such a
collaborative effort and its desires.

The Dreams of Psychoanalysis

The psychoanalyst and the patient construct a complex
network of thinkings derived from a sequential multitude
of categories of self experience, and over time play work
condenses such thin kings into a structure (a complex) that
has psychic gravity and desires further data that now serve
both persons as a shared internal object. Such a psychic
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structure in analysis is homologous to the creation of dream
content which is the result of a similar play work during the
day when the person transforms "undigested facts" into
psychic material. The unconscious scanning" occurs before
sleep and reflects the dialectic between hermeneutic search
ing and aleatory evocativeness, as meaning meets up with
chance to create psychic news. At night the dreamer nucleates
many dream ideas (feelings, memories, day observations,
theories, somatic urges) into condensed images which form
a complex of ideas that work symbolically to bind the many
contributing factors into a structure that may now generate
new meanmgs.
This view suggests that the dream work, the factors
working to assemble the dream in the first place, is as
significant as either the meaning it yields or the experience
it provides. If many different categories of self experience
are utilized in the processing oflife units, then many different
modes of representation will be at work in the collecting of
the dream. Dream content expresses a process begun long
before the dream event-indeed, well before sleep. During
the day a person's experiences are unconsciously assembled
into different mental holding areas, incubating associative
nuclei that evoke memories, serve to release instinctual
drives, and satisfy the person's need to have "senses" of self.
All these factors are none other than overdeterminants
converging upon such clusters of assembled experiences to
form increasingly condensed (psychically "weighty") internal
states.
As the day proceeds, as new episodes accrue in these inner
clusters, the condensed nucleations of experience sponsor a
dream potential: psychic material has been gathered for
dream experience. Do we need the dream to represent the
condensing proced ure? Has it become a type of ego excitation
that needs discharge? If the individual cannot dream such
5. See Ehrenzweig, The Hidden Order of Art.
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"dark embryos," then such work may need an alternative
form of expression. Is the creative act, such as writing poetry,
painting, composing music, an alternative means of releasing
nucleations into representation? Is it also possible that psy
chotic hallucinations are violently radical means of releasing
such internal objects, perhaps because the psychotic cannot
use the dream experience to positive effect, and cannot find
in creative work, or human relations, equally satisfying
representations of the condensations of life gathered into
\ nucleated internal objects?

1

In a psychoanalysis the clinician uses an intuitive sense to
, receive, 'play with, and work upon the patient's transferential
~! actions, narrative contents, and free associations. When he
claimed that psychoanalyst and analysand were on mutual
(wavelengths of the unconscious, transmitter (patient) to
t receiver (psychoanalyst), Freud suggested that analyst and
(analysand were in unconscious communication with one
~. another.

~"

This suggestive idea has played a considerable role in the
:tlinical work of psychoanalysts in the British School of
~'Psychoanalysis, who, through the concepts of projective
'i.I,identification and countertransference, have elaborated the
~methodological implications of Freud's statement. The pa
ktient unconsciously acts upon the analyst, as either a direct
Or a disguised internal object, or upon his actual internal
~)vorld. If the psychoanalyst is aware of an inner affective and
[ideational shaping of his internal world which seems specific
'.to clinical work with a particular patient, he may postulate
tthat this shaping indicates his patient's projective identifica
~,:tions. Through a sustained self analysis the clinician works
(Upon his Own states of mind to see what object world the
~'.nalysand is soliciting.
,Ii

~

Although some British clinicians overuse the view that all
patients' narrative content is an extended metaphor of the
l!patient-analyst relation, this perspective nonetheless contrib
tes
rtl
to an important psychic capacity within the psychoan
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alyst. If we take the position that narrative content is a
metaphor of the patient's internal state, then when listening
to even rather ordinary material we find that it assumes a
potential allegorical significance. Common statements such
as "I am going to the cleaner's after the session" or "I can't
stand the rain today" become encoded voices of unconscious
states of mind (i.e., "I am going to have to clean the analytic
shit off me after the session" or "I cannot bear your reigning
over me anymore").
To use the metaphoric potential of an analysand's narrative
content, the analyst must allow himself an imaginative inner
play. His associations elaborate the patient's discourse, as
narrative episodes sponsor the clinician's imaginings. Some
times his associations are further displacements of the pa
tient's latent thoughts. But even if the inner elaboration of
a displacement moves the analyst further away from the
latent thought, at the same time the derivative suggests its
origins. In time, as the analyst elaborates the patient's
displacements or defenses through his own inner associa
tions, the structure of this elaboration will sometimes suggest
the architecture of the defended latent contents. Unlike the
patient, who is often dynamically driven not to discover such
latent thoughts, the analyst is professionally motivated to
find them, which in some respects he will do by collaborating
with the analysand's wishes and defenses through concordant
internal associations which allow him to internally "feel" the
outlines of the patient's emotions, internal objects, ego
defenses, and unconscious ideas. By internally elaborating a
defense or by further articulating a signifier, the analyst
follows the clues released through such associations to their
points of origin.
It is difficult to describe how I listen to the analysand
within the session. The endless slide of words, signifiers that
evoke limitless associations just as they suggest specific links
that imply precise meaning, the images that bring me to a
formed world in that strange intimacy of co-imagining. Often

patients indicate through diction texture, hesitation, body
state, and expectation those moments in a session that are
of particular significance. Most people take five to fifteen
minutes to "settle in" to the hour, a devolution of socially
adaptive wishings assisted by analytical silence. Then some
thing happens. The patient is "in" the analysis. One analy
sand put it well: "This is the only place where I can hear
myself speak." When the analysand reaches this place, he
brings the analyst into deeper rapport with him, as the core
mood of the hour rather naturally casts off prior rationali
zations or defensive diversions.
How do we know such moments which Dennis Duncan
calls "the feel of the session"? Is it possible to gain this
understanding through psychoanalytic training? Certainly it
helps when we learn how to be quiet and listen. Is knowledge
of this ability to be found in the texts on ego psychology or
object relations or theories of the subject? How could it be?
And yet, knowing how to follow the analysand's moods in
the session-dispositions that punctuate the hour with
significance-is one of the most important clinical skills the
analyst can possess.
I think the ability to move into the meditative state of
evenly hovering attentiveness, to receive and articulate pro
jective identifications, to elaborate the narrative contents
through inner free associations, and to follow the analysand's
mood in the hour contributes to the psychoanalyst's intuitive
grasp of the analysand. Certainly this is what Bion means by
the analyst's reverie when he takes in the patient's commu
nications, contains them, works unconsciously to transform
them into sense, and gradually passes them back to the
analysand for consideration.
By containing, processing, and elaborating the analysand
through the procedures described above, now and then the
clinician is aware of working on something without knowing
what that something is or what it might eventually mean.
Analytic work at such a point is in some respects like the dream work
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before the dream scene. But the unknown area of work does

yield a sense of its presence, and certain thoughts, feelings,
object representations, memories, and body states somehow
seem to link with the task at hand. Whether the manifest
issue is a patient's refusal to sleep with her husband or a
fear of traveling on the Underground, these issues eventually
signify a very deep form of psychic work that may lead to
genera. If so, then the analyst is involved in the construction
of a dream not dreamed before, but one that is nonetheless
based on the patient's prior self experiencings and the
analyst's contributions.
For weeks and months I work with a patient, listening to
dreams and associations, dispersed by the polysemous riots
of language, gathered by the glue of imagery, attending to
sonic punctuations and gestural suggestions, that dense
moving panoply of communicatings uttered by the analy
sand, and I in turn associate, am moved to discrete affective
positions, constitute the analysand and his objects in my
internal world made out of them and yet of my own creation,
offer interpretations, pose questions, and abandon many,
many ideas and views along the way. Yet in the midst of all
that I usually feel that this patient and I are at work on
something. Something beyond our consciousness yet uncon
sciously compelling. Something that seems to draw us to it,
so that ideas, interpretations, and associations that feel off
center of this inner pull are discarded. Something we know
but as yet cannot think. Some interpretations, views, ques
tions, feel more in touch with that unthought known area
being worked on, even though they seem no more plausible
than the abandoned ideas. But the objectifying processes
available to the analyst and the patient's corrections and
associative directedness help the analyst to follow an unseen
path, feeling the way as he goes.
Three years into an analysis, following scores and scores
of dreams, thousands of associations, hundreds of comments
from me, a patient discovers the pleasure of differentiated
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sexual desire of the other. At this very moment she has also
reached a considerable new peace of mind with her internal
mother, whom she now sees in a different light. Memories
are de-repressed. She finds a new sense of her father. Her
work becomes more creative. And so on. A new psychic
structure is secured and the analysand's life is changed.
Although she felt that she now had a new insight, originally
expressed as a sense of herself as attractive to men because
she had felt inner peace with her father, this point of view
only announced that a genera was now in place.
In the months preceding this "discovery" I knew my
analysand was at work on an important internal task. I knew
it involved the mother and the father, but her transferential
uses of me (and my countertransferential states) were so
subtle, shifting, and unconscious that I could only sense the
workings of a use-movement that I believed was her form
of ego creativity. As she worked upon her disturbed states
of mind, naturally my analytical acumen was involved, and
yet the entire process had an inner logic of its own which I
sensed but only partly understood. Resistances, false self
movements, intellectualizations, hypomanic defenses, pro
jective identifications, were analyzed, yet without the patient's
continued contribution of the psychic truth pertinent to her
inner work, the development of a new psychic structure
would never have been forthcoming.
If the dialectic between the analysand's transferences and
the analyst's countertransferences, between the patient's
narratives and the analyst's associations, between the analy
sand's linguistic specifications and the clinician's readings,
between the patient's declarations and the clinician's
questions-and one could go on and on, listing the binary
pairs that structure the dialectic-can be viewed as the labor
of two separate yet deeply involved unconscious subjectivities,
then much of the work of a psychoanalysis is a kind of dream
work. Mutually agreed-upon core interpretations are, then,
the dreams of psychoanalysis, constructed more through the
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interlocking logics of an unconscious dialectic than from the
secondary-process delivery of a white-clothed surgical inter
vention.
It suggests, furthermore, that the play of two subjectivities
at work on the formation of psychoanalytic genera is often
as much an act of deception and disguise as it is an effort of
understanding. One is not referring to conscious deception
but to the evasion of organized consciousness which somehow
robs the work of its integrity. Patient and analyst, through
the necessary destruction of free association, collapse, con
Rate, and condense one another's communicatings. Con
sciousness is casualty to unconscious discourse, which in my
view operates through the laws of unconscious distortion,
not so much evading censorship as eluding premature con
sciousness. As I shall discuss further, the irony is that the
analyst's misunderstandings of his patient as well as the
analysand's distortions of the clinician's meanings are as
essential to the dream work of psychoanalysis as informed
understanding.

5
The Psychoanalyst's Use
of Free Association

Freud's first reference to an evenly suspended attentiveness
occurs in the case of Little Hans in 1909 when he says, "It
is not in the least our business to 'understand' a case at once:
this is only possible when we have received enough impres
sions of it." To receive impressions, "we will suspend our
judgement and give our impartial attention to everything
there is to observe" (23). In 1912 he identifies the suspension
of judgment as "not directing one's notice to anything in
particular and in maintaining the same 'evenly suspended
attention' ... in the face of all that one hears" (111-12). He
describes a psychic screen peculiar to the psychoanalyst that
registers significant patterns arising from the wealth of
impressions.
Patterns do not form themselves, and clearly what Im
pressed Freud derived from his own formation of the
material. A pluralist, sometimes he was convinced by the
trauma of actual events, other moments by the unconscious
thoughts behind such manifest narratives, frequently by the
word presentations deriving from the images, at times by
the instinctual urges that spoke through the objects of
representation, and now and then by the patient's transfer

